PERSPECTIVITY WRITESHOP
Learn to write & write to learn

FOR THE LOVE
OF POWER
2 & 3 April 2020
Villa Buitenlust - Amsterdam

We oﬀer:

You bring:

• A full 2-day writeshop in which we will share, collect,

•

Your experience & stories about how you navigate
power in systems change, for example about how you
experience power in your work, which forms of power
you see or how you use power

•

Your deepened understanding on working in complex
settings

•

Your energy, open mind and eagerness to learn
together through writing.

explore, analyse and structure stories together
• Self-reflection and collective learning with a rich

network of people interested in power and complexity
• A Barefoot Guide writeshop experience - a collective,

creative and disciplined method to reflect, learn &
document stories that are worth sharing
• The opportunity to bring home a written and

deepened story for you to share with the world
• Be mentioned as one of the co-creators of the final

Costs
•

You pay a contribution of €500 (€450 for Perspectivity
members) to cover the costs of location, food &
beverages for a two-day workshop including one
overnight stay in a double room in Villa Buitenlust,
professional editing and part of the publication costs
(i.e. graphic design, professional images and printing).

•

To cover additional production costs, we will launch a
crowdfunding campaign on CoBudget. You are invited
to join the bucket!

publication
• 10 free copies of the publication to spread our

perspectives on power in systems change.
Together we will select a rich and diverse set of stories
to be included in our second collective publication.

Want to join?
To reserve your spot, please
confirm your attendance
before March 15 via the link
in the mail. You will receive
an invoice for the costs.

We cheerfully donate our time for the design, organisation
& facilitation of this writeshop and we look forward to our
journey together!
Petra, Elien, Hellie, Lisette,
Marjolein & Anne

